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Abstract � This paper presents a modeling of 
weakly conducting thin sheets in the time domain 
discontinuous Galerkin method. This interface 
condition is used to avoid the mesh of resistive 
sheets in order to evaluate the shielding 
effectiveness in high frequency electromagnetic 
compatibility problems. This condition is valid 
when the thickness of the sheet is smaller than the 
skin depth. This approach is validated by a
comparison with an analytical solution. A 1D two
sheets example, 2D and 3D cavities are treated to 
illustrate the efficiency of the condition.

Index Terms – Discontinuous Galerkin, resistive 
sheet, and shielding effectiveness.   

I. INTRODUCTION
The accurate evaluation of the shielding 

effectiveness of enclosures of complex shapes is a 
crucial issue in many electromagnetic 
compatibility (EMC) problems. It requires 
adequate numerical approaches. The ability to 
model features that are small relative to the cell 
size is often important in electromagnetic 
simulations. This may lead to subsequent increase 
in memory and execution time due to a refined 
mesh around small details of the geometry. This is 
particularly true for thin sheets, which may 
involve a mesh of bad quality. 

In order to avoid the spatial discretization of 
thin sheets, different interface conditions have 

been proposed. In the frequency domain, 
analytical solutions [1, 2] can be included in a 
three dimensional model [3]. Many papers have 
been devoted to extend the approach in the time 
domain using an inverse Fourier or Laplace 
transform combined to a convolution product with 
the FDTD method [4-6]. Nevertheless, the stair 
casing error present in the FDTD method may 
affect significantly the numerical results.

The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method is a 
powerful approach for solving time dependent 
problems. It is based on the local resolution of the 
equations in each cell and uses flux terms to 
connect adjacent elements [7-9]. It has the 
advantage of the unstructured mesh and high 
spatial order unlike the conventional FDTD. Such 
a high level spatial scheme can reduce the 
dispersive error induced by the low level of the 
spatial approximation in the FDTD.

Composite materials become widely used in
aerospace and aircraft industries. They are 
generally composed by a resin matrix reinforced 
by conducting fibres [10, 11]. These materials 
offer low weight but are not as electrically 
conductive as metallic ones. So they have a 
significant impact on the electromagnetic 
behaviour of the enclosures. The effect of such a 
low conductivity on the envelope resonances 
needs to be studied.  

In [12] a resistive sheet was proposed for a 
DG method based on hexahedral elements. It 
showed its advantages in terms of accuracy and 
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memory storage compared with the FDTD method 
but suffers from the use of cubic cells. 

In this paper a specific interface condition is 
proposed to replace a thin resistive cell in a DG 
method based on an unstructured mesh. The 
formalism is developed in the general 3D case, it 
is then implemented for simplex elements in 2D 
(triangles) and 3D (tetrahedral). It allows to take 
into account conductors with a thickness smaller 
than the skin depth. This method is implemented 
in a DG module of GMSH [13]. 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The Maxwell’s equations are solved in the 

time domain as,
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permeability. The current density of the 
conductive medium is such as 9� = ;����� �
��� �� is 
the conductivity.   

For the computational applications, the fields 
are discretized on a mesh made of triangular or 
tetrahedral elements, with first-order basis 
functions.  The time-stepping is performed with 
the leapfrog scheme. The numerical scheme is 
based on the variational formulation of equation 
(1) given by, in each tetrahedral element <,
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where GH��� × ���I
num

 and GH��� × ����I
num

are the 
numerical flux that must be evaluated with a 
particular discretization. There are generally two 
choices, which make the scheme dissipative or 
dispersive,
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where _��� the outward normal, Z = 1/Y = `a/c
,due = u+$u$

2
 and {u} = u++u$

2
. The subscript “$”

denotes the values for fields in the current 
element, while “+” is for the adjacent element. For 
� = 0, centred flux are obtained and the numerical 
scheme is dispersive [14�������� = 1, upwind flux 
are obtained and the numerical scheme is 
dissipative [8].  In this work, upwind fluxes are
used. For expensive reference simulations (when 
the sheet is meshed and 3D cavity), an implicit 
Runge-Kutta scheme that permits a large time step 
is considered.  

III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
INTERFACE CONDITION

The electromagnetic field equations in the 
sheet are considered in 1D and in the frequency 
domain, 

6
8xEy = $j��Hz

8xHz = $(� + j�	)Ey
� ,                (4) 

where 7, �, and � are respectively the permittivity, 
the permeability, and the conductivity of the sheet 
(Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. Resistive sheet.

So the intrinsic impedance of the sheet is,

                       � = h j��
(�+j�i)

,                          (5) 

and the planar propagation constant is, 

                    � = `j��(� + j�	). (6) 

For low frequency, the impedance and the 
propagation constant can be written as,

                          k
� = hj��

�

� = `j���
�.                       (7) 
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Using the analytical 1D solution [5], the 
electromagnetic fields on the two sides of the 
shield are connected by, 

lHz(�, 0)
Hz(�, d)p = M V

Ey (�, 0)
Ey (�, d)\ (8) 

where M is the admittance matrix, 

M = ly1(�) $y2(�)
y2(�) $y1(�)p . (9) 

y11 and  y21 have the following expression,

       y1(r)=$(s tanh (|~ ))$1

y2(r)=$(s sinh (|~ ))$1 .            (10)        

The asymptotic behaviour of y11 and  y21, when 
� � 0,

y1~ y1
LF =$ i

��d $�d
3 +O(�)

y2~ y2
LF =$ i

��d +�d
6 +O(�)

. (11) 

For the low frequencies, (y2 $ y1) � �d
2

. The 
error of this approximation depends on |~. The 
real and imaginary parts of  |~ are equal to ~

�
,

where � = h 2
a;�

is the skin depth. So the error of 

the approximation is determined by the rate ~
�
. For 

our problem, we choose ~
�

� 1. In the worst case 
(i.e., ~ = �), the error on (y2 $ y1) is then 
approximately 3 %.

The continuity of the electric field is supposed,
and a simplified relation is deduced,

�
Ey (�, 0) = Ey (�, d)

Hz(�, d) $ Hz(�, 0) = �d Ey (�,0)+Ey (�,d)
2

�.    (12) 

For the time domain application, due to the 
linearity of the relation, it stays unchanged, 

�
Ey (t, 0) = Ey (t, d)

Hz(t, d) $ Hz(t, 0) = �d Ey (t,0)+Ey (t,d)
2

�.        (13) 

The relation of equation (12) can be 
formulated with the tangential components of the 
fields,

�
H��� × ���+ = H��� × ���$

H��� × ����+ $ H��� × ����$ = YsH��� × H��� × (���$+���+)
2

� ,   (14) 

where H��� is the outward unit normal of the 
(���$, ����$) element and Ys = �d. The propagation 
of a plane wave with normal incidence is 
considered from “-” incident medium to “+”. The 
resulting flux terms for the proposed interface
condition are obtained using equation (13) and 
flux term in equation (3) with � = 0.  GH��� × ���I

num

stays unchanged relative to equation (3) thanks to 
the continuity of the electric field. To define 

 GH��� × ����I
num

, H���  ×  RZ����S
{Z} is replaced by H���  × ����+

computed using equation (14),    

k
GH��� × ����I

num
= H��� x ����$ + YsH��� × H��� × R���S

GH��� × ���I
num

=  H���  ×  RY���S
{Y}

�.      (15) 

IV. 1D TEST EXAMPLE
A. Validation test

To validate this condition, we consider                
��� = (0, 0, Ez) and  ���� = (0, Hy , 0), and two 
domains separated by a sheet of 1 mm thickness 
(Fig. 1). This sheet is illuminated by a planar 
cosine pulse with frequency f = 100 MHz. The 
transmitted and reflected fields are computed 
for � � [1,500] S/m. The minimal skin depth is 
2.25 mm. Figure 2 illustrates the comparison 
between the transmitted field of the computed 
solution and the analytical solution, which is 
calculated in the frequency domain. The difference 
between the analytical and computed solution is 
negligible.

For the same example, the frequency is varied 
from 100 MHz to 1000 MHz, for 
conductivity   � = 100 S/m. The shielding 
effectiveness for the electric field is defined by the 
following expression, 

��� = 20 log10 ������
�����

�,                    (15) 

where E���� is the incident electric field and E���� is the 
transmitted electric field.

The error on the shielding effectiveness of the 
sheet between analytical and computed solution
remains less than 1%. These examples validate the 
interface condition when the skin depth is larger 
than the thickness of the sheet. 
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Fig. 2. Transmitted field. 

B. Double sheets
The incident electromagnetic field is similar to 

the first example. Three domains separated by two 
sheets of 1 mm thickness and conductivity
 � = 50 S/m are considered. The distance between
the two sheets is 10 cm (Fig. 3). The incident field 
is a Gaussian pulse  Ez = e$a(t$t0)2

centered at               
t0 = 5.10$9s, with the parameter

a= 9.1016log�(100)
(0.75)2  s$2. In this example, three 

solutions are compared (Fig. 4). The first one 
corresponds to the situation where the sheet is 
meshed. This problem is solved with DG method.
The second one is solved with finite integration 
technique (FIT) [15]. The third one corresponds to 
the interface condition and is solved with DG 
method. A good agreement is obtained with the 
interface condition; the computational time is 
reduced by a factor of 10. This is due to the fact 
that in the case where the sheet is meshed a great
number of elements are required. Moreover, an 
implicit scheme is needed to avoid a reduced time 
step. The FIT method solution has the same 
behaviour but the maximum value is less 
important than for the other solutions.

V. 2D CAVITY
An illustration of this DG scheme is presented 

in a 2D case with the interface condition. Let us
consider a cavity whose dimensions are 50 cm �
40 cm. A 10 cm aperture is located on the front 
side. The thickness of the wall is 1 mm (Fig. 5). 
The incident field is a product between cosine and 

a sinus cardinal. Ez = sincGwr(t $ t0)Icos�(wc(t $
t0)) with wr = 300 MHz and wc = 700 MHz. This 
field is centered at t0 = 5.10$8 s, and excites a 
large frequency band f � [400,1000] MHz.

Fig. 3. Double conductive sheet.

Fig. 4. Transmitted field in the midpoint between 
the sheets. 

Fig. 5. 2D cavity. 

A fast Fourier transform (FFT) is applied to 
the total field at the center of the cavity. Different 
cases are considered. The perfect electric 
conductor (PEC) case is computed with DG 
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method and FIT method. The cases of finite 
conductivity values are computed with the 
interface condition with DG method. 

In Fig. 6 the shielding effectiveness is plotted 
at the center of the cavity for the different cases. 
The results obtained with the PEC interface 
condition in DG method (red) is close to that 
obtained with FIT (blue). For finite values of 
conductivity � = 100 S/m (green) and � =
10 S/m (black), it can be noted that the resonance 
peaks are attenuated due to the conductivity. This 
behaviour is in accordance to that observed in a 
composite shield studied in the frequency domain 
[16]. In Fig. 7 the total electric field is compared at 
the center of the cavity when it is illuminated by 
the Gaussian pulse used in the 1D example. The 
different cases considered are the PEC wall in DG 
(red) and FIT (blue), the conductive wall with 
� = 10 S/m (purple) and � = 50 S/m (black) in 
DG with interface condition.

Fig. 6. Shielding effectiveness in the center of the 
cavity.

For the PEC wall, the field penetrates only by 
the aperture. In case of resistive walls the fields 
propagate through the walls and aperture. So the 
fields inside the cavity decrease faster with time 
for low conductivities. 

VI. 3D CAVITY
Let us consider 3D cavity (Fig. 8), whose 

dimensions are a = 300 mm, b = 120 mm,
d = 300 mm, l = 100 mm, w = 5 mm and 
t = 1 mm[17]. This cavity is illuminated by an 
incident Gaussian pulse  Ez = e$a(t$t0)2

 centered
at t0 = 1,5.10$9s, with the parameter                   

 a = G11.109I
2

4log�(100)
 s$2. The electric field is computed at 

the center of the cavity. Different cases of 
conductivity of the sheet are compared, � =
100 S/m, � = 50 S/m and PEC.

Fig. 7. Electric field in the center of the cavity.

Fig. 8. 3D cavity.

A FFT is applied to the electric field, and the 
shielding effectiveness is plotted in Fig. 9. The 
result obtained with the PEC case (red) is similar 
to the analytical formulation (blue) [17]. For the 
case of finite conductivities, the shielding 
effectiveness is less important and the resonance 
peaks are attenuated due to the transmission of the 
shield. 

In Fig. 10, the time domain electric fields are 
compared for the same cases. For the PEC case 
(black), the electric field is low, because it 
penetrates only by the aperture. For the other 
cases, the electric field remains important for low 
conductivities and decreases faster with time.  
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Fig. 9. Shielding effectiveness in the center of the 
cavity.

Fig. 10. Electric field in the center of the cavity.

VII. CONCLUSION
An interface condition avoiding the mesh of 

thin resistive sheets is presented and allows a 
reduction of the computational cost when 
computing shielding effectiveness. It takes into 
account a sheet with a thickness smaller than the 
skin depth. The interface condition has been 
implemented in a 2D and 3D discontinuous 
Galerkin method, and has been validated for 
different scattering problems. The future 
developments will extend the interface condition 
for the case of dielectric composite material.
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